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How Will They Know When You Die (after 120)?
Posted by kidushashem - 22 Aug 2011 23:31
_____________________________________

Dear Kehilla Kedosha,

I think it's time to bring this topic up.

The terrible question is, how will they know on GYE if someone has died after 120?

What are we gonna do when someone really popular suddenly disappears and stops posting
(Lo Aleinu)? How will we know what actually happened?

I for one, wouldn't be able to stand the suspense...

There's got to be a way to solve such a problem.

Anyone have any ideas?

========================================================================
====

Re: How Will They Know When You Die (after 120)?
Posted by JackAbbey - 06 Dec 2011 22:00
_____________________________________

a tumbatone is for the future generations to see it

========================================================================
====

Re: How Will They Know When You Die (after 120)?
Posted by me - 07 Dec 2011 19:24
_____________________________________
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How Will They Know When You Die (after 120)?

I can answer this question. I had stopped posting for a looooong time, and B"H I am still here.
So, we can learn out a hekesh.

  How about a different question?  If someone stops suddenly posting for a long time, how do
we know that he didn't get himself in jail?

========================================================================
====

Re: How Will They Know When You Die (after 120)?
Posted by gibbor120 - 07 Dec 2011 19:43
_____________________________________

Moshe wrote on 07 Dec 2011 19:24:

  How about a different question?  If someone stops suddenly posting for a long time, how do
we know that he didn't get himself in jail?

 

Don't they have internet in jail???

========================================================================
====

Re: How Will They Know When You Die (after 120)?
Posted by me - 07 Dec 2011 20:13
_____________________________________

Don't they have internet in jail???
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I think only for the ARabs here in Israel.

========================================================================
====

Re: How Will They Know When You Die (after 120)?
Posted by kidushashem - 25 Apr 2012 14:05
_____________________________________

yeah, if the arabs stop posting on GYE, we'll know that they died in jail ;D ;D

========================================================================
====

Re: How Will They Know When You Die (after 120)?
Posted by Markz - 23 Sep 2018 03:18
_____________________________________

gibbor120 wrote on 23 Aug 2011 13:59:

kidushashem wrote on 22 Aug 2011 23:31:

The terrible question is, how will they know on GYE if someone has died after 120?

What are we gonna do when someone really popular suddenly disappears and stops posting
(Lo Aleinu)? How will we know what actually happened?

Beleive it or not, I have been wondering the exact same thing.

Are you still alive????
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I sure hope so!

========================================================================
====

Re: How Will They Know When You Die (after 120)?
Posted by mikestruggling - 03 Oct 2018 17:21
_____________________________________

II think on my tombstone they should write "Here lies Mike he wont act out again"

Just kidding. 

They should write "sober since..."

========================================================================
====

Re: How Will They Know When You Die (after 120)?
Posted by sleepy - 15 Aug 2019 16:20
_____________________________________

kidushashem wrote on 22 Aug 2011 23:31:

Dear Kehilla Kedosha,

I think it's time to bring this topic up.

The terrible question is, how will they know on GYE if someone has died after 120?

What are we gonna do when someone really popular suddenly disappears and stops posting
(Lo Aleinu)? How will we know what actually happened?

I for one, wouldn't be able to stand the suspense...
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There's got to be a way to solve such a problem.

 Anyone have any ideas?

maybe gye could distribute capsules that  one could swallow and stay in the body that have  the
tools that take the vitals every month and send the vitals to a special gye data base(if you want
you could use my gmail), and for a small fee gye can email to the participants of this program
the  results.

hey ,you cant say that this is not  an idea.

========================================================================
====

Re: How Will They Know When You Die (after 120)?
Posted by sleepy - 15 Aug 2019 17:13
_____________________________________

mikestruggling wrote on 03 Oct 2018 17:21:

II think on my tombstone they should write "Here lies Mike he wont act out again"

Just kidding. 

They should write "sober since..."

========================================================================
====

Re: How Will They Know When You Die (after 120)?
Posted by Dave M - 15 Aug 2019 17:21
_____________________________________

Wow.  How did you find this thread?  ALthough the real credit goes to MarkZ who posted 6 1/2

years later 
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========================================================================
====

Re: How Will They Know When You Die (after 120)?
Posted by sleepy - 15 Aug 2019 17:54
_____________________________________

me wrote on 07 Dec 2011 22:13:me Don't they have internet in
jail??? I think only for the
ARabs here in Israel.

hey me, why does your user name pop up  by my posts on the public chat?

quote from public chat(and i quote):

"Me:  hey everyone, hows it going?(11:22AM 14th Aug)(delete)"

see? it should really say :

Sleepy:hey everyone, hows it going?,

where is that thread to report gye glitches?

========================================================================
====

Re: How Will They Know When You Die (after 120)?
Posted by farblunjet - 25 Mar 2020 03:33
_____________________________________
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in Slonim there is a story about a chossid who died relatively young. for whatever reason he
ended up in gehinnom. the first Friday night he went to the authorities there and requested that
he be allowed to go to the weekly 'zitz' (tish/buttah/chassidic gathering). they refused to allow it
but he would not take no for an answer and the case was brought before the Heavenly Court.

they asked whether he went every week. he affirmed his weekly attendance and the records
confirmed it as well. so he went.....

and the rebbe finished off by saying "woe to friends who would let him return to his spot in
gehinnom...."

ad kan hamaiseh

we can extend this and say that if someone is part of the GYE forum, he should be allowed to

post after 120, so the whole question is moot 
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Yes! There should be a separate forum section here for "After 120 / From the other side". 

========================================================================
====
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